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Congress

CONGRESS OVERVIEW
Join more than 1,000 transportation leaders from the region and beyond for an exciting, actionpacked, and business-friendly IRF Middle East & North Africa Regional Congress & Exhibition,
themed Mobility Solutions for the 21st Century. With a focus on cutting-edge innovation and an
unrivaled portfolio of mobility projects, Dubai offers an inspiring setting to discuss Innovations in
Transportation Engineering, Smart Cities, and Connected Vehicles spread across 50 sessions.
Acquire essential skills in designing and operating safer and more resilient road networks. Share
your research and solutions to an audience of industry professionals and decision makers, and
make valuable professionals connections in one of the most vibrant road markets in the world.
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HOSTED BY

SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

MEDIA PARTNERS

Please visit us online

MERC.IRF.GLOBAL

Welcomes 1
On behalf of the International Road Federation’s global volunteer leadership and
members, it gives me great pleasure to invite you to join me for the IRF Middle East &
North Africa Regional Congress & Exhibition “Mobility Solutions for the 21st Century”.
At IRF, we often make the case that efficient, interconnected and sustainable transport
services are fundamental building blocks for human development and regional
integration. In other words, they are the world’s original “social network”.
This vision has guided the region’s transportation policies and investments in recent
years, as evidenced by the emergence of spectacular highway and mass transit
projects, and their transformative impacts are self-evident to visitors and businesses
alike. However, the region remains confronted with growing demand for efficient, safe and sustainable
mobility services which require continuously re-inventing our transportation models. New projects
are increasingly combined with measures aimed at optimizing existing networks through active traffic
management, notably by harnessing the exponential growth in the quality and diversity of user data
available to network operators.
Our Congress comes at a time of concerted efforts by leaders throughout the GCC and wider MENA
region to provide coordinated road network programs and other state-of-the art transportation
services that are capable of supporting and sustaining the region’s economic integration agenda. It is
an essential meeting place to discuss policies and present innovations and a must-attend opportunity
for transportation professionals.

Eng. Abdullah A. Al-Mogbel
Chairman
International Road Federation

It is my pleasure to welcome the participants and attendants of the 1st International
Road Federation Middle East and North Africa Congress & Exhibition hosted by Dubai
(29-31 Oct 2017) under the theme “Mobility Solutions for the 21st Century”.
The holding of this global event in Dubai city tantamounts to an international
recognition of the status of Dubai, especially as this Congress is one of the most
important specialised conferences in the field of roads, and makes its debut as the
1st IRF MENA Congress & Exhibition.
Thanks to the visionary leadership of HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, and the follow-up
of HH Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Dubai Crown Prince and Chairman
of the Executive Council, Dubai has superb infrastructure to boast of across various fields, especially
roads. It has a road network characterised by high-quality and wide geographical coverage spanning
the entire Emirate.
The Dubai Government has invested heavily in uplifting roads & transport infrastructure to meet the
urbanisation needs and the sweeping economic boom; which at the end of the day will translate into
added happiness & welfare to both residents & visitors.
The Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) in Dubai has succeeded in raising the roads sector to the
next level; contributing to the UAE’s ranking as Number One in the quality of roads over the past four
years (2013-2016) according to the Global Competitiveness Report of Davos Economic Forum. The
overall length of roads network has leapfrogged from 8715 lane-km in 2006 to 13594 lane-km in 2006.
Equally, the number of lanes crossing over the Dubai Creek has jumped during the same period from
19 lanes to as much as 48 lanes, recording in the process a stunning 153% increase.
The RTA has developed & implemented a bundle of measures to improve the traffic flow & safety to
align it with the world’s best practices. These measures contributed to bringing down the fatality rate
of road accidents in Dubai to unprecedented levels during the last decade.
I welcome all of you to the UAE, whilst wishing participants in the Congress & Exhibition every success
in realising their objectives.

H.E. Mattar Al Tayer

Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors
Dubai Roads & Transport Authority
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About

WHY PARTICIPATE?
LATEST & CUTTING-EDGE INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE
Stay abreast of best practices and new technologies across 6 tracks and 50 sessions.
 USINESS INSIGHTS FOR ROAD PROFESSIONALS
B
Join key stakeholders from GCC and other emergent markets as they present upcoming
highway and transportation infrastructure programs.
 XCEPTIONAL NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
E
Benefit from access to road agency heads and local government leaders responsible for
significant investments in road and transport projects. Meet clients, distributors and partners at
the Congress exhibition.
A CITY WITH A VISION
Enjoy the unique appeal of a world-class city through a varied program of cultural and
technical visits.

PROFILE OF ATTENDEES
• P
 olitical and Municipal Leaders with
Transport Portfolios
• Highway Agency and City Personnel
• Design Consultants, Engineers & Managers
• C
 onstruction Contractors, Engineers &
Managers
• M
 aterials Laboratory Engineers

• E
 quipment Manufacturers, Suppliers &
Distributors
• Transport Research Institutes
• University Researchers and Professors
• Engineering Services Professionals
• Traffic Technology and ITS Consultants,
• Engineers and Managers

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION RATES*
Speaker

400 USD

500 USD

Government/
Academic/NGO

450 USD

550 USD

Private Sector

600 USD

750 USD

*Early Bird Rates valid through August 15

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN

Themes & Format 3

CONGRESS THEMES

Innovation in Transportation
Engineering

Towards Zero Road Injuries

Smart Cities & Highways

Managing 21st Century Road
Network

CONGRESS FORMAT
PLENARY SESSIONS

PARTNER SESSIONS

Plenary sessions will set the stage for, and are at
the core of, activities for the IRF Middle East & North
Africa Regional Congress & Exhibition.

These “by invitation” sessions focus on specific
intervention areas developed by road stakeholder
organizations.

EXECUTIVE SESSIONS

CERTIFIED WORKSHOPS

Executive sessions take the form of round tables
addressing key aspects of road and infrastructure
development across the Middle East region and the
underlying challenges.

As a leading provider of road sector knowledge, the
IRF offers all registered delegates access to a program
of certified training workshops before and during the
event.

APPLIED KNOWLEDGE SESSIONS*

INVESTOR SESSIONS

An opportunity to share your business strategy
insights and success stories with a local and regional
audience.

Major projects and associated business opportunities
in the host country and neighboring region will be
presented by government officials and investment
agencies.

SAFER ROADS BY DESIGN™ SESSIONS

TECHNICAL & SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

Developed and coordinated by the IRF, these sessions
will introduce engineering concepts, best practices
and state of-the-art technologies tailored to the
needs of highway agencies and road operators that
can be used to prevent road crashes, and reduce the
severity of accidents.

The technical & scientific portion of the program is
developed through the peer evaluation of abstracts
and papers by a committee of recognized surface
transportation experts and researchers. The best
papers will be published in IRF’s technical quarterly
journal, the IRF Examiner.
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Schedule-at-a-Glance

LEGEND

ES

IS

PS

SRD

TS/AK

E&N

TT/SP

Executive
Session

Investors
Sessions

Partner
Session

Safer Roads
by Design™

Technical
S. /Applied
Knowledge

Exhibition &
Networking

Technical
Tours &
Social Prog.

28 OCTOBER, SATURDAY
09:00 –
18:00

18:00 –
20:00

SIGHTS OF
DUBAI:
A Primer for
first-time
visitors

EXHIBITION SETUP

WELCOME
RECEPTION

29 OCTOBER, SUNDAY

EXHIBITION OPEN: 09:00-18:00

09:00 PLS 1: SMARTER MOBILITY FOR SMARTER CITIES

EXHIBITION
(09:00-18:00)

10:30

PLS 2: OPENING CEREMONY
REFRESHMENTS SERVED

11:00

IS 1

SRD 1

Major
Infrastructure
Programs in
Dubai

Road Safety
Audits

12:30

LUNCH / POSTER SESSIONS

13:30

ES 1

PS 1 :

SRD 2

Innovations
in Highway
Engineering
& Project
Management

Big Data as
key enabler
for mobility
services and
smart roads

Education,
Enforcement
& Road Safety
Awareness

15:00

RIBBON
CUTTING
& VIP WALK
THROUGH

TS BLOCK 2 LIVE
THEATER
(Applied
Knowledge)

REFRESHMENTS SERVED
ES 2

15:30

TS BLOCK 1

Meeting
Environmental
Goals with
Sustainable
Pavement
Design

PS 2:
Public
Transport:
mobility
evolution in the
making

* Session details at: https://merc.irf.global/program

SRD 3
Vulnerable
Road Users

LIVE
TS BLOCK 3 THEATER

(Applied
Knowledge)

SPOUSE
PROGRAM:
Day 1
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30 OCTOBER, MONDAY
07:30

EXHIBITION OPEN: 09:00-18:00

BREAKFAST MEETING

09:00 PLS 3: TOWARDS ZERO DEATH AND SERIOUS INJURY IN GCC TS BLOCK 4
10:30

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

11:00

ES 3

12:30

LUNCH

13:30

ES 4

Private Public
Partnerships:
Risks, Rewards
& Opportunities

(09:00-18:00)

IS 2

SRD 4

TS BLOCK 5 EXHIBITION

PS 3:

SRD 5

Korean
technology
showcase

Roadside
Safety

TS BLOCK 6 LIVE
THEATER

Major
Infrastructure
Programs in
UAE

New Forms of
Road Contract
& Asset Mgmt

EXHIBITION

ITS
Applications
for Road
Safety

(Applied
Knowledge)

ES 6-1

Connected &
Autonomous
Vehicles: Is Our
Road Network
Ready? (Part I)

15:00

Day 2

REFRESHMENTS SERVED
ES 5

Advances in
Bridge Design &
Delivery

15:30

ES 6-2

Connected &
Autonomous
Vehicles: Is Our
Road Network
Ready? (Part II)

PS 4 :

SRD 6

Innovative
perspectives
for an efficient
tunnel
operation

Road Safety
Management
Programs

TS BLOCK 7 LIVE
THEATER
(Applied
Knowledge)

17:00- REFRESHMENTS SERVED (POSTER SESSION)
18:00
20:00

SPOUSE
PROGRAM:

IRF COMMITTEE 2

GALA DINNER & IRF AWARDS

31 OCTOBER, TUESDAY

EXHIBITION OPEN: 09:00-14:00

07:30 BREAKFAST MEETING
09:00–
18:00

WS 1: T
 HE POLICE ROLE IN ROAD
TRAFFIC SAFETY

09:00 ES 7-1

IS 3

Next Generation Major
Urban Mobility
Infrastructure
Part 1
Programs in
GCC & MENA

WS 2:UNDERGROUND SUSTAINABLE
SOLUTIONS FOR TRANSPORT
SRD 7

TS BLOCK 8

Work Zone
Safety

10:30

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

11:00

ES 7-2

12:30

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

13:00

PLS 4: COMMON CHALLENGES, SHARED SOLUTIONS: AN AGENDA FOR GCC
& CLOSING CEREMONY

14:0019:00

Next Generation
Urban Mobility
Part 2

EXHIBITION

(09:00-14:00)

EXHIBITION
TEAR DOWN

TECHNICAL
TOURS

ES1

Session Summaries

Innovations in Highway Engineering & Project
Management

ES2

October 29, 13:30 – 15:00
SUMMARY
The growing number of mega infrastructure projects in Dubai and the region requires an
intricate knowledge of project management methods and increasingly sophisticated engineering processes. This session will feature top specialists sharing their own experiences
and offering their thoughts on how public agencies and the private sector can get the best
value for money from these projects.

Meeting environmental goals with sustainable
pavement design

ES3

October 29, 15:30 – 17:00
SUMMARY
Using real world case studies taken from different fields of engineering, this roundtable will
identify promising applications as well as knowledge gaps that can be addressed through
information and capacity-strengthening programs that can help make the region’s road
infrastructure more environmentally sound and resilient to extreme weather events.

Public Private Partnerships: Risks, Rewards & Opportunities

ES4
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New Forms of Road Contract & Asset Management

October 30, 11:00 – 12:30
SUMMARY
Public Private Partnerships are being increasingly utilized throughout the GCC as an alternative to traditional public financing methods for road and surface transport infrastructure.
This workshop will bring together top practitioners to examine what conditions are required
to implement successful PPP and road tolling projects that bring value to the government,
its private sector partners, and the public.

October 30, 13:30 – 15:00
SUMMARY
Some countries excel at long term infrastructure asset management & financial planning,
while others have fallen behind. Fast-motorizing economies in the region have an excellent
opportunity to begin planning for long term maintenance during the investment stage of
their infrastructure. This panel will address the region’s commonly shared challenges, and
discuss opportunities to build a framework for knowledge sharing around best practices
for infrastructure asset management.

ES5

Advances in Bridge Design & Delivery

ES6

Session Summaries 7

Connected & Autonomous Vehicles: Is Our Road
Network Ready?
Part 1: Policies
Part 2: Impacts

October 30, 15:30 – 17:00
SUMMARY
The region is home to some of the most spectacular bridge structures in the world, offering
a particularly appropriate setting for a comparative review among leading professionals
on the topics of research and innovation applied to the design, construction and maintenance of road bridges.

ES7

October 30, 13:30 – 15:00 | October 30, 15:30 – 17:00
SUMMARY
All of the pathways to full automation identify an initial phase of deployment on specialized
infrastructure, whether dedicated freight corridors, controlled-access highways or designated urban perimeters. This session will endeavor to achieve the same level of consensus on
the design characteristics of these infrastructures and the associated traffic management
functions.

Next Generation Urban Mobility
Part 1: Case Studies
Part 2: Enabling Technologies
October 31, 9:00 – 10:30 | October 31, 11:00 – 12:30
SUMMARY
Faced with growing problems posted by urban congestion, forward-looking municipalities
across the region are turning to smart mobility solutions and the enormous potential they
hold. This session will examine what innovations in city street planning and management
that are most conducive to leveraging the increasing connectivity of road users and availability of “big data”.

PS1

Session Summaries

Big Data as key enabler for mobility services and
smart roads
TTS Italia

PS2

October 29, 13:30 – 15:00
SUMMARY
Big Data are essential for building new mobility services based on real time information. Big
data can help to make multimodal travels seamless and easer, cities smarter and roads
more efficient. Big Data are also key enablers of Cooperative ITS services and MaaS services.
The aim of the session is to analyze some best practices and lessons learnt on Big Data
management and applications in cities and smart highways, as well as to discuss possible
barriers, both technical and organizational, that can hamper the deployment of robust services based on Big Data and which are the main perspectives of development.

Public Transport: mobility evolution in the making
UITP

PS3

October 29, 15:30 – 17:00
SUMMARY
The session will highlight how public transport is leading the mobility transition and taking advantage of emerging technologies and concepts. From autonomous shared vehicles,
electric vehicles, shared bikes, real-time information, streamlined booking and payment,
and transport network services this is an exciting time for public transport. Cities across the
globe are emphasizing once again how public transport is an integral part of quality of life
and embarking on this transition.

Korean technology showcase
Korea Road Association
October 30, 13:30 – 15:00
SUMMARY
This session will highlight Korea’s current initiatives to promote overseas business and enhance international cooperation in the road sector. It will also provide a brief introduction
of the Korea Road Association International Road Center and the duties they perform.
Furthermore, several state of-the–art technologies and products developed by road sector
companies in Korea will be showcased.

PS4
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Innovative perspectives for an efficient tunnel operation
ITACET Foundation
October 30, 15:30 – 17:00
SUMMARY
Tunnels play an essential role in urban and interurban mobility, and the safety of tunnel
users is a paramount concern. This session will review international best practices in designing and planning for optimal safety, ensuring that operational issues are considered
throughout the tunnel life cycle and that technology enablers are fully utilized.

PLS1-2

Smarter Mobility for Smarter Cities & Opening Ceremony

PLS3

Towards Zero Death and Serious Injury in GCC & MENA

PlS4

Session Summaries 9

Common challenges, shared solutions: an agenda for
GCC & Closing Ceremony

October 29, 13:30 – 15:00
SUMMARY
Confronted with growing mobility demand, municipal leaders across the region are investing in a range of new infrastructure programs and services, as evidenced by the emergence
of spectacular highway and mass transit projects throughout the region. These projects
are increasingly combined with measures aimed at optimizing existing networks through
active traffic management, notably by harnessing the exponential growth in the quality
and diversity of user data available to network operators. .

October 30, 09:30 – 10:30
SUMMARY
The incidence of road crashes in the region is rising at an alarming rate and is now the leading cause of death and serious injury among young adults. Sustained economic growth
alone will not automatically deliver better road safety performance and may in fact lead to
a period of increased traffic injuries. Transformational changes in the management of the
road system along with ownership of the problem by multiple stakeholders are crucial to
reduce road crash fatalities and injuries.

October 31, 12:30 – 14:00
SUMMARY
Using the main policy and scientific outputs of the IRF Middle East & North Africa Regional
Congress, this session will endeavor to mobilize stakeholders of the transport system in
support of a shared vision and implementation agenda for the benefit of the region’s societies and economies.

SRD1

Road Safety Audits

SRD2

Education, Enforcement & Road Safety Awareness

SRD3

Session Summaries

Vulnerable Road User Safety

SRD4
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ITS Applications for Road Safety

October 29, 11:00 – 12:30
SUMMARY
Designing new roads with ambitious built-in safety features offers a cost-effective way of
saving lives. During this session, road engineers, crash data specialists and highway agencies will present best practices and state of the art technologies to mainstream road safety
audits and other network safety management tools.

October 29, 13:30 – 15:00
SUMMARY
Social marketing campaigns are an important component of national and local road
safety strategies, typically focused on key behavioral risk factors: speeding, drinking and
driving, and failing to use motorcycle helmets, seat-belts and child restraints. The results
and lessons generated from this work will be presented in this session.

October 29, 15:30 – 17:00
SUMMARY
Vulnerable road users are over-represented in serious and fatal traffic injuries throughout
the world. The session will discuss the reasons pedestrians, bicyclists, motorcyclists, public transportation vehicles and non-motorized vehicles are involved in these impacts and
what corrective actions can be taken to reduce their frequency.

October 30, 11:00 – 12:30
SUMMARY
This session will discuss ITS technologies that are now available and can help us achieve
smarter and safer road mobility in GCC & MENA countries. Presenters will feature case
studies on the use of geographic information systems and smart applications that have
had a notable impact on road safety when deployed.

SRD5

Roadside Safety

SRD6

Road Safety Management Programs

SRD7

Session Summaries 11

Work Zone safety

October 30, 13:30 – 15:00
SUMMARY
Roadside Safety is a critical element of road safety. This session is designed to encourage practitioner-led exchanges on items used to create forgiving roads as recommended in the Safe System Approach. Topics discussed will include longitudinal
barriers, crash cushions, terminals and transitions, as well as the importance of site
specific data to determine the most appropriate product for a particular application.

October 30, 15:30 – 17:00
SUMMARY
Managerial and technical capacity weaknesses combined with lack of political ownership
of road safety targets and underperforming infrastructure present formidable barriers to
progress for many countries. There is great complexity in effective road safety and collaborating across institutions is needed to achieve effective interventions. This session has been
designed for safety professionals who want a theoretical and practical overview of effective road safety institutions and programs. At the end of the session, delegates will have an
enhanced grasp of the key characteristics of effective road safety management functions,
as well as a sharpened focus on managing road safety projects for results.

October 31, 9:00 – 10:30
SUMMARY
Work zones are hazardous both for motorists who drive through the complex array of
signs, barrels, and lane changes and for workers who build, repair, and maintain streets,
bridges, and highways. Panelists and participants will exchange international best practices on how to design a safe work zone using a combination of good practices and new
technologies.

WS1

Session Summaries

WS1 : The Police Role in Road Traffic Safety

WS2
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WS2: Sustainable underground solutions

October 31, 09:00 – 18:00
SUMMARY
The aim of the course is to improve knowledge and attitudes to traffic policing in order
to improve effectiveness of traffic police work and to ensure better integration with other
measures of improving road safety. The course will discuss modern data led policing, risk
mapping, traffic law enforcement strategies, blackspot improvement programs, European
protocol for recording road accidents and the relationship between traffic policing and
campaigns. The main targets are mid-level traffic policemen and their senior officers from
the Gulf as well as other stakeholders associated to enforcement processes such as prosecutors, police academy trainers, academia and other subject matter specialists involved
with road traffic safety law.

October 31, 09:00 – 18:00
SUMMARY
Road tunnel for transport have existed for centuries and their development is still very
active, both in developed and emerging economies. In a context of increased regulatory
oversight and growing technical complexity, this course provides an essential understanding of advances in engineering technologies and operational processes. The course is particularly adapted to tunnel professionals, such as tunnel owners, designers, construction
engineers, supervisors, managers and operators as well as students with an interest in
urban tunneling methods, requirements and safety parameter.
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Featured Speakers

ABDULLAH ALMOGBEL
Chairman
IRF Global

H.E. MATTAR AL-TAYER
Director-General & Chairman
of the Board of Executive
Directors

PATRICK SANKEY
CEO & President
IRF Global

Dubai RTA

MIKE DREZNES

MAGID ELABYAD

Executive VP
International Road
Federation

Vice President
IRF Global

MOHAMED ABDELATY
Professor and Chair
University of Central
Florida

AKRAM ABU-ODEH

ALI OSMAN ATAHAN

Research Scientist
Texas A&M Research
Institute

Professor
Istanbul Technical
University

SONAL AHUJA

NAZIR ALLI

ERIC COOK

ESMA DILEK

Regional Director
PTV

Resident Advisor
J&J Group

Managing Director
Manchester Consulting

Deputy Traffic Manager
Istanbul Metropolitan
Municipality

HAMED ESRY
Petroleum Development Co.
Head of Road Safety

ASIF FAIZ

MUHAMMED FARHAN

Consultant/Advisor
The World Bank;
Asian Development Bank

Associate Professor & Director
Saudi Aramco

THOMAS EDELMANN
Managing Director
RoadSafetyUAE

HABIB HAJ-SALEM

VIVEK KANE

Research Director
Ifsttar

Executive Vice President
Zydex
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KAMIL KALOUSH

ANAS KASSEM

Director

National Center of

Director
WSP | Parsons
Brinckerhoff

SREEJITH
NARAYANAN

DR. ESSAM
RADWAN

Deputy Vice President
ITNL

Professor
U. Central Florida

CHRISTOS RADOS

BENJAMIN WICKERT

Managing Partner
RACE

Head of Business
Development eHighway
Siemens AG, Mobility
Division

Excellence on SMART
Innovations

OLGA LANDOLFI

ROBERT LARK

Secretary General
TTS Italia

Professor
Cardiff University

KHALED SHAABAN

OMAR SMADI

Qatar University
Associate Professor

Professor
Iowa State University

MASAHIRO
YANAGIHARA
Director
IHI Infrastructure Systems
Co., Ltd.

MARIA CRISTINA
MAROLDA

CELAL TOLGA
IMAMOGLU

Policy Officer
European Commission

Road Safety Projects Manager
World Resources Institute
Turkey

JONATHAN
SPEAR
Director
Atkins Acuity,
Singapore

LAURIANNE KRID
Director General
Federation Internationale
De L’automobile (FIA Region I) |

HERMANN MEYER
VP, Smart City Solutions
Continental Automotive

DR. WILLIAM H
SOWELL
Vice President, Business
Development
Eberle Design, Inc.

THIERRY GOGER
Secretary General
FEHRL
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Exhibition

SHOWCASING INNOVATION
Place your company’s brand, products and services at center stage during this high-level
industry event. With an exhibit or sponsorship package you can build greater market awareness by increasing your exposure in front of top decision makers, goverment officials and
buyers who are directly involved with the region’s road and transport infrastructure industry.
The IRF Middle East & North Africa Regional Congress & Exhibition offers a wide variety of
sponsorship packages, as well as individual defined benefits, all designed to increase your
corporate visibility and ensure your brand is seen. As an exhibitor sponsor at IRF’s premier
2017 event, you will be in a strategic position to showcase your products and services in front
of an Middle East and international market.
• Raise your profile and strengthen your brand awareness
• Position your brand as a market leader in a dynamic region
• Differentiate your brand from competitors
• Maximize exposure of your brand to the media and visitors
• Generate leads with exclusive access to a targeted audience
• Present your innovations at Applied Knowledge sessions
• M
 ake your mark at a milestone event with influential professionals from across all road
industry disciplines

CONGRESS & EXHIBITION VENUE
The Dubai World Trade Centre remains the region’s largest hosting destination, with a global
calendar of world-class events, blockbusting consumer shows and prestigious conferences.
From large conferences and gala dinners to private networking and boardroom meetings, the
acclaimed complex of multiple event spaces provides an ideal showcase for organizations
around the world to reach out and connect with local and international trade partners, both
regionally and globally.

Exhibition 15

EXHIBITION FLOOR PLAN

* Each Booth is 3×3 Meters
* The event organizers reserve the right to modify the online or PDF exhibition and/or event floor plan at any time

EXHIBIT RATES
OPTIONS

IRF MEMBER

NON MEMBER

INCLUDES
SHELL SCHEME*

US $300/m2*

US $400/m2*

NO SHELL SCHEME

US $200/m2

US $250/m2

*Shell schemes include: 1 information desk, 2 folding chairs, electricity, 2 fluorescent lights, 1
wastebasket, 2 exhibit passes (no delegate registration included)
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Sponsorship

Sponsorship Packages

Cost

DIAMOND

PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

PATRON LANYARDS

IRF Member US $160,000 US $80,000 US $60,000 US $40,000 US $20,000 US $8,000
Non-member US $200,000 US $100,000 US $75,000 US $50,000 US $25,000 US $10,000

DELEGATE
BAGS

US $40,000

US $45,000

(Rotating
basis)

(Rotating
basis)

(1 seat)

(1 seat)

Choice of an exclusive Meeting Platform with
related marketing rights and benefits

Chairman`s Honor

Choice of an exclusive Meeting Component with
related marketing rights and benefits
Choice of an non-exclusive Meeting Component
with related marketing rights and benefits
Organization will be honored with a plaque, to be
presented to a senior representative by the IRF’s
President & CEO during the Opening Ceremony
Organization will be honored and mentioned by
name during the Opening Ceremony
Oversized logo and company name on a giant
banner on the ceiling of the central hall (central
meeting point)
Oversized logo & banner at the access of opening
or closing of the event *
Organization logo on a banner (includes
production) and/or a screen at plenary sessions
entrance *
Organization logo on a banner (includes
production) and/or a screen at special sessions
entrance *
Organization logo on a banner (includes
production) and/or a screen at executive sessions
entrance *
Organization logo on a banner (includes
production) and/or a screen at technical and
scientific sessions entrance *
Organization logos on posters and banners in the
registration area of the conference *
Logo in posters at press conferences *

Company Visibility (Logo) During Event

Logo on the screens located in the exhibition
entrance (permanent or rotational basis) *

(Permanent
basis)

(Permanent
basis)

(Permanent
basis)

(Rotating
basis)

(12 seats)

(6 seats)

(3 seats)

(1 seat)

(Rotating
basis)

Logo projected on welcome screens projected at
the start of every session *
Logo on posters at rest areas in Conference hall
and Gala Dinner Venue*
Logo on conference and exhibition badges
Organization logo on conference stationery in
delegate bags (signs, envelopes, paper) *
Exclusive visibility: Exclusive branding on the event
lanyards
Exlusive Logo on delegate bags along with the
logos of IRF &RTA
Insertion of a branded gift item in the delegate bag
VIP reserved seating at Chairman’s Table during
VIP Dinner
Access to VIP Room
Reserved VIP seating at Gala Dinner
VIP reserved seating at the opening and plenary
sessions

VIP Seating & Access

VIP seating , at the Gala Dinner
Reserved VIP seating during VIP dinner
Access to Gala Dinner
Access to VIP bus to transfer to Gala Dinner

(1 seat)
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Sponsorship Packages

DIAMOND

PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

3 Pages

2 Pages

1 Page

5

4

3

2

1

Up to 30

Up to 15

Up to 8

Up to 4

36m2
(with 8
stand
access
passes)

18m2
(with 6
stand
access
passes)

18m2
(with 3
stand
access
passes)

9m2
(with 2
stand
access
passes)

PATRON LANYARDS

DELEGATE
BAGS

Company Visibility in Website

Text up to 200 words about your company on the
dedicated web page of the conference (sponsors
section, linked to organization logo) *
Company name, logo, and brief profile posted on
the conference dedicated website *
Text up to 100 words about your company on the
dedicated web page of the conference (sponsors
section, linked to organization logo) *
Text up to 50 words about your company on the
dedicated web page of the conference (sponsors
section, linked to organization logo) *
Company name and logo will be shown on all
publicity and marketing materials (logo size
proportionate to level)

Company Visibility in Printed Materials & Proceedings

Company advertisement on back cover of
Exhibition Guide (Full Page)
Company listing in advertisement on inside back
cover of Exhibition Guide (Full Page)
The opportunity to place a gift or advertising
material in the official conference satchel (for
conference delegates) and exhibitor attendee bag
Official acknowledgement and published
photographs of plaque presentation in the
conference proceedings
Company advertisement in the Exhibitor Guide

1/2 Page

1/2 Page

2

2

Up to 2

Up to 4

Up to 4

9m2
(with 2
stand
access
passes)

9m2
(with 2
stand
access
passes)

9m2
(with 2
stand
access
passes)

Logo acknowledgement in the conference final
program and guide *
Logo on VIP Invitations
Logo shown in the exhibition guide *
Complimentary conference registrations
30% discount
registrations

on

additional

conference

Complimentary exhibition space

30% discount for additional exhibit space (on the
prevailing price per square meter)
20% discount for additional exhibit space (on the
prevailing price per square meter)
Opportunity to showcase company’s products
during (1) 30-minute period of the Innovation
Forum
Onsite Presence

1/2 Page 1/4 Page

Complimentary usage of private meeting
space for ancillary business activities (internal
meetings, business meetings, storage) for the
exclusive use of the sponsor throughout the
entire event
(*) Logo size proportionate to level

1
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GOLD SPONSOR

SILVER SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSOR

TECHNOLOGY PARTNER
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About IRF

ABOUT IRF
Our Mission: Building Partnerships

We assist countries in progressing towards better, safer and smarter road systems.
We develop and deliver world-class knowledge resources, advocacy services, and continuing education
programs, which together offer a global marketplace for best practices and industry solutions.
We serve a wide range of member organizations from both the public and private sectors of the road
and transport industry. Together, we form a global network for information exchange and business
development.
We invest in the next generation of transport leaders. Since 1949, the IRF has awarded educational
scholarships to individuals in 119 countries to pursue careers in the road and transport industry.

Our Vision: Better Roads. Better World.

We believe that well-planned, safe, accessible and environmentally sound road networks are
fundamental building blocks for human and economic development.
We are committed to increasing road and transport investments to meet the demands for safe and
efficient travel and flow of goods and services to help improve the lives of people worldwide.
We engage with governments, development institutions, businesses, and academia around the world
to make our vision a reality.

Our Organization

The International Road Federation is a global not-for-profit organization, headquartered in Washington,
DC since 1948 and supported by regional offices throughout the world. The IRF serves a network of public
and private sector members in more than 70 countries by providing world-class knowledge resources,
advocacy services, and continuing education programs which together offer a global marketplace for
best practices and industry solutions.

ADVANTAGES OF MEMBERSHIP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge Transfer of Best Practices
Policy Development & Advocacy
Exclusive Networking Opportunities
Information & Advisory Services
Certified Training Curriculum
World-Class Executive Seminars
Meetings & Regional Events
IRF Global Road Achievement Awards

JOIN IRF TODAY
save 20%

and
on
exhibition and sponsorship rates!
Membership Information
Magid Elabyad

melabyad@IRF.global
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Exhibit & Sponsor Application

Payment Received Date

REFERENCE CODE (IF APPLICABLE)

Contact Information
YEAR
ORGANIZATION
NAME

JOB TITLE

MONTH

DAY

WEBSITE

LAST NAME

MOBILE PHONE (WITH COUNTRY CODE)
PREFERRED CONTACT NUMBER

FIRST NAME

OFFICE PHONE (WITH COUNTRY CODE)
PREFERRED CONTACT NUMBER

EMAIL

FAX NUMBER (WITH COUNTRY CODE)

ORGANIZATION ADDRESS

CITY

STATE/
PROVINCE

POSTAL
CODE

COUNTRY

Sponsor (check the one box that applies; all amounts in US dollars)
IRF MEMBERS

NON MEMBERS

Diamond: US $160,000

Diamond: US $200,000

Platinum: US $80,000

Platinum: US $100,000

Gold: US $60,000

Gold: US $75,000

Silver: US $40,000

Silver: US $50,000

Bronze: US $20,000

Bronze: US $25,000

Patron: US $8,000

Patron: US $10,000

Exhibit (check the one box that applies; all amounts in US dollars)
IRF MEMBERS

NON MEMBERS

Raw Space Only: US $200/m2

Raw Space Only: US $250/m2

Raw Space + Shell Scheme: US $300/m
SQUARE METERS REQUESTED

Raw Space + Shell Scheme: US $400/m2

2

BOOTH NUMBER
(FIRST CHOICE)

BOOTH NUMBER
(SECOND CHOICE)

BOOTH NUMBER
(THIRD CHOICE)

Payment
PAYMENT TYPE

Invoice

CARD TYPE

Check

Credit Card

Visa

CARD NUMBER

MasterCard

AMEX

CARD EXPIRATION DATE (MM/YY)

CARD SECURITY CODE

NAME ON CARD

AMOUNT TO BE CHARGED
(IN US DOLLARS)

TODAY’S DATE
(YYYY/MM/DD)

SIGNATURE

By signing this document, I agree to comply with the Terms and Conditions applicable to IRF Events and provide full release of my likeness and
voice to be used for promotional purpose by the IRF. This release covers photos and videos taken during the event.
PRINTED NAME

SIGNATURE

DATE OF APPLICATION (YYYY/MM/DD)

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO THE IRF:
Magid Elabyad: melabyad@IRF.global or fax +1 703 535 1007
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Page Description Here

GLOBAL

KNOWLEDGE • ADVOCACY • EDUCATION
BEST PRACTICES • BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Better Roads. Better World.

International Road Federation
GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS & SECRETARIAT
Madison Place
500 Montgomery Street, Fifth Floor
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Telephone: +1 703 535 1001 Facsimile: +1 703 535 1007
REGIONAL OFFICES
Brussels, Belgium | Santiago, Chile | Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia | Chicago, USA

www.IRF.global

